Mobile Equipment

- Self-propelled mobile equipment shall be inspected by the equipment operator. 56.14100
- Mobile equipment shall be equipped with braking systems capable of holding the equipment on the maximum grade it travels. 56.14101
- Operating stations (Cabs) provided with windows. 56.14103
- Roll-over protective structures and seat belts. 56.14130
- Horns and back-up alarms. 56.14132, .14200
- Booms, buckets, forks, beds shall be placed in the travel mode before moving. 56.14206
- Mobile equipment shall not be left unattended unless the parking brakes are applied and the wheels or tracks chocked or turned into a bank. 56.14207
- Visible warnings devices are required to be used on mobile equipment when hazards exists that create a hazard to persons. 56.14208
- Proper towing bars or other effective means of controls when towing equipment. 56.14209
- Movement of dippers, buckets, loading booms or suspended loads. 56.14210
- Check the fire extinguisher on your equipment. 56.4201
- Blocking equipment in a raised position. 56.14211
- Don’t jump out of moving equipment!! “Stay Alive – Keep Inside”

Equipment Operation

- Haul truck operators should stay inside the truck while being loaded, the only exception is while being loaded with large rip rap, then you should stand outside, away from your truck where the loader operator can clearly see you. 56.9100, .9101,.9200, .9202
- Operate equipment with extreme caution around and on stockpiles keep a safe distance from the edge when dumping. 56.9300, .9301, .9303 ,.9304, .9305, .9306
- Use low gear when descending and ascending ramps. 56.9101, .9313
- Dust control on haul roads. 56.9315
- Notifying the equipment operator. 56.9316, .9318
- At no time should a person go under a suspended load. 56.9317
- To provide a working environment that protects the safety and health of all employees.
- Remember _ Safety is a Value You Can Live With!!!

Fatalgrams: 56.9100; .9101; .9200; .9300; .9301; .9303; .9304; .9305; .9306; .9313; .14100; .14101; .14103; .14130; .14132; .14200; .14201; .14206; .14207; .14211

Attendees:

U.S. Department of Labor
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Educational Field and Small Mine Services